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Economical
The Insight’s ingenious IMA system synchronises 

the unseen ‘goings on’ under the hood for maximum 

efficiency. And the result? It uses 37% less fuel than 

the average small car .� 

Safety
The Insight was designed with so many 

safety features, systems and structures that 

it achieved a 5-star ANCAP safety rating. 

So you can breathe easy.

Practicality
Its fold-down rear seats offer up to 

584 litres of boot space, so you can 

pack in a lot of fun. But good times 

are better shared with friends, so it 

also comfortably seats five.

Performance
Honda’s clever Integrated Motor Assist system 

(IMA) combines an economical 1.3 litre i-VTEC 

engine with an electric motor to deliver levels 

of torque and acceleration you’d normally 

expect from a larger engine.

Fun to drive
Our unique Eco Assist technology turns good 

driving into a great game by rewarding you as 

you become more efficient behind the wheel.

A unique combination makes 
a surprising hybri

Low emissions
By adjusting power between the electric 

motor and i-VTEC engine, recharging the 

battery with regenerated brake energy 

and turning off the engine when it’s idle, 

the Insight produces even less emissions.

�Based on the average fuel consumption of all new vehicles in the small car segment. Source: JATO Dynamics, VFACTS: August 2010. VTi model shown. 



VTi-L model shown.



VTi model shown.



A playful hybrid? Now there’s a real breath of fresh ai
These days, our fragile planet could really use a little help. 

So there’s only one thing to do. Get playful!

The new Honda Insight is a hybrid that’s more fun than  

you’d ever imagine possible. For starters, the Insight’s  

exterior is sleek and stylish with long, free-flowing lines  

and eye-catching touches like projector beam headlights.

Then there’s the drive itself. Zippy, nimble and responsive,  

it’s a performance that will make you forget you’re driving  

a hybrid at all.

Until you look at the dash. It features a display that  

coaches you to drive more efficiently and scores you  

on how well you do.

And let’s face it, there’s nothing more fun than having a little 

extra spending money, which is where the Insight really shines 

because it uses 37% less fuel than the average small car�.

The Insight also has all the practicality and flexibility of  

a hatchback that comfortably seats five. 

But that’s just a small sample of the Insight’s many charms. 

So read on and get set to smile a whole lot more.

� Based on the average fuel consumption of all new vehicles in the small car segment. 
Source: JATO Dynamics, VFACTS: August 2010. 

VTi-L model shown.



Brains and 
good looks, too!
Who said you can’t look good while you’re 

doing good?

Certainly not Honda.

Seriously sleek, the Insight is equally at home 

on a chic shopping strip as it would be parked 

outside an organic whole food store.

Strong and lean with a wide track, it has a  

low, sporty stance.

But as pleasing as the Insight’s exterior is, 

there are always brains behind the beauty.

For example, thanks to its aerodynamic lines, 

the Insight slips easily through the air,  

helping with fuel efficiency.

A distinctive front grille stylishly infuses into 

the headlight clusters and at the same time 

maximises airflow.

And the split-level rear window brings a 

sporty edge and also enhances rear visibility.

So thanks to the Insight’s combination of smarts 

and style, you enjoy the best of both worlds.

VTi-L model shown.



Everything about the Insight’s interior has been meticulously 

designed to create a fun, effortless driving environment.

Plush, comfortable seats put you in a sporty driving position 

offering excellent visibility.

Sitting perfectly in your line of vision, the Dual Zone  

dashboard splits information with the speedometer on  

top and the Multi-information display below.

On the steering wheel, volume, cruise control and Multi-

information display controls are all within easy reach.

Your passengers will be perfectly comfortable, too, because  

the Insight easily seats five people and features climate  

control air conditioning.

And the VTi-L also has the added extravagance of a DVD player.‡

So the inside of an Insight is an especially pleasant place to be.

‡ The DVD player is integrated into the satellite navigation system. It will only operate while 
the vehicle is stationary.

A beautiful environmen

VTi-L model shown.



2.  Reversing camera
The Insight VTi-L is equipped with  
this nifty camera that helps you keep  
a lookout for people and objects behind 
the car, whilst the VTi is equipped with 
rear park assist as standard.
 

3. Climate control
Solve your climate issues in a jiffy  
with this automatic climate control  
air conditioning system.

4.  Audio and cruise controls
Steering wheel-mounted audio and  
cruise controls put enjoyable driving, 
quite literally, at your fingertips.  
(Audio controls shown).

5.  Multi-information display
With this futuristic screen you can  
access instant and average fuel economy, 
seat belt status, outside temperature  
and your refuelling distance.

6. Satellite navigation
Whether you’re on your home turf  
or in a strange city, you’ll always feel 
like a local in the VTi-L with satellite 
navigation. It also features SUNA Live 
Traffic Updates= to inform you of 
delays or accidents and suggest 
alternative routes. 

7.  USB connectivity
The audio system includes a USB port 
so whether you have an iPod,# iPhone# 
or MP3 player, you can enjoy your 
personalised music wherever you go.

Thanks to some particularly clever thinking, the 

Insight has loads of room for all your gear as well  

as your pampered passengers.

That’s because the Insight’s battery pack is hidden 

beneath the cargo space, leaving a very impressive 

408 litres of room above its practical flat-floor.

And if you fold down the 60/40 split rear seats, 

suddenly that becomes 584 litres of space.

There’s even a concealed compartment beneath the 

floor for stowing valuable items.

So there’s certainly no need to cramp your lifestyle.

1. Lots of space, to boo

2.

5.

3. 4.

6. 7.

1.

Image 1-6: VTi-L model shown. Image 7: VTi model shown. iPod not included. #iPod® and iPhone® are trademarks of Apple Inc. iPod is integrated through audio display for 
iPod Nano and iPods from 5th Generation onwards. Older iPod models will only operate through the audio system and firmware updates may be required for audio display 
compatibility. Please refer to your iPod User Guide for information on iPod firmware updates. =SUNA is a registered trademark of Intelematics Pty. Ltd. Coverage includes 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra metropolitan areas. Refer to www.sunatraffic.com.au for full details.



VTi-L model shown.

But don’t worry, you’ll get a helping hand.

As part of the Eco Assist system, the Insight’s 

speedometer responds to your driving style, 

glowing green when you’re driving smoothly 

and glowing blue if you’re not.

Simple.

There’s also an ECON button.

Once pressed, it not only harmonises the 

engine and transmission for maximum 

efficiency, it also monitors and adjusts the  

air conditioning, extends idle-stop time  

and increases regenerative charging  

when you brake.

So being good instantly gets a whole lot easier.

What if learning to drive more efficiently was actually fun?

That was the intriguing thought that led Honda’s engineers to develop 

the Insight’s Ecological Drive Assist System (Eco Assist, for short).

On every journey, your task becomes to help flowers grow in the 

Multi-information display by accelerating and braking smoothly 

and, therefore, using less fuel and creating fewer emissions.

The better you drive, the more your flowers grow and multiply.

At the end of each journey, you’re given an ECO score which  

is then added to your lifetime score.

et better at doing goo



Stationary (idle-stop)

In optimum conditions the engine 
automatically enters ‘idle stop 
mode’ to cut fuel consumption  
and exhaust emissions to zero.  
An indicator light lets you know that 
the Insight is running on battery 
power and despite the engine  
being off, it’s still all systems go. 
When the brake is released, the 
petrol engine comes to life, with 
the assistance of the electric motor.

At the heart of the Insight lies Integrated Motor Assist 

(IMA). Small, light and inexpensive to make, it’s Honda’s 

uniquely simple hybrid technology and conserves fuel 

and energy through four fundamental actions.

Firstly, an electric motor and battery pack assist the 

Insight’s 1.3 litre i-VTEC petrol engine during acceleration.

Then the electric motor takes over at low-speed 

cruising to rest the engine’s cylinders. 

Next, energy dispelled by braking recharges the 

battery pack, so it never needs recharging from  

an external power supply. 

Finally, in optimum conditions, the engine 

automatically turns itself off whenever the car is idle.

Together, these add up to reduced fuel consumption 

and improved economy and performance.

The Insight also features a Continuously Variable 

Transmission (CVT) that flows seamlessly between  

an infinite number of effective gear ratios and works  

in tandem with Grade Logic Control to create not only 

an incredibly smooth drive but fewer emissions and 

better fuel economy, too.

And what does all this mean?

Put simply, amazing efficiency, but the more 

numerically minded will be delighted to hear that the 

Insight uses just 4.6 litres of fuel per 100 kilometres!*

IMA: A simply smarter hybrid syste

Here’s how the IMA system shares the workload  

between the Insight’s petrol engine and electric  

motor to deliver maximum efficiency at every  

stage of your journey.

Different ways 
to use energy for 
different situation

* The fuel consumption figures quoted in this brochure are based on ADR81/02 
combined test results. You may experience different results depending on 
driving conditions and the condition of the vehicle.

Gentle Acceleration/High 
Speed Cruising 

Petrol engine efficiency is relatively 
high during gentle acceleration  
and high speed cruising. So the 
electric motor deactivates to save 
energy and the engine powers the 
vehicle alone.Electric Motor / Battery

Petrol Engine

Standing Start 

The electric motor delivers 
maximum torque from zero rpm 
to assist the engine for strong 
acceleration and reduced fuel 
consumption.

Low Speed Cruising 

While cruising at a consistent low 
speed, the Insight’s cylinders close, 
combustion halts and the electric 
motor takes over.

Deceleration 

When the car slows, travels downhill 
or brakes, combustion stops in all 
four of the Insight’s cylinders and 
the battery charges. The recovered 
energy is stored until electric motor 
assistance is required.

Rapid Acceleration 

When the petrol engine is in  
‘high speed valve timing mode’  
the electric motor assists to  
produce high output and  
powerful acceleration while  
limiting fuel consumption.

But it’s more than just eco-friendly. It’s driver  

friendly, too.

IMA gets the most out of every moment to  

deliver the performance of a larger engine with  

the economy of a smaller one.

And for more responsive acceleration and greater 

power, it also provides maximum torque below 

3,500 rpm because that’s where most everyday 

driving is done.

And when you put it all together, driving the  

Insight isn’t just a breeze, it’s a breath of fresh air.



The Insight looks after you, too
While the Insight is certainly good at conserving fuel,  

it’s even better at preserving you.

Because it’s filled with Honda’s brilliant safety features.

For instance, there’s Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), 

which works alongside the Insight’s Anti-lock Braking System 

(ABS) to help braking stability and performance and prevent 

rear-end steering in an emergency.

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) with Traction Control 

automatically combines braking and controlling the engine’s 

power to regain traction if it detects any wheel-slip.

If you are involved in a crash, the Insight is ready for  

action with front, side and curtain airbags.

And as part of Honda’s G-CON body technology,  

the Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body  

structure is ready for real world challenges. It will absorb  

the force of a collision and disperse it across the frame  

and away from you and your passengers.

VTi-L model shown.

But that’s not all. It also helps minimise the effects of  

a mismatch if you collide with a different sized vehicle.

All of which has earned the Insight a 5-star ANCAP 

safety rating - the highest rating possible.

So you can rest easy and enjoy the drive.



Features over and above the VTi+:

• 16” alloy wheels
• Auto on/off headlights
• Driver and front passenger seat back pocket
• Door mirror with side indicators
• Front fog lights
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
•  Rain sensing automatic front wipers
•  Satellite navigation system with SUNA Live Traffic 

Updates= integrated Bluetooth® phone system, reversing 
camera and DVD player .‡

Insight VTi-L

The Insight VTi comes standard with:

PoweRtRAin
•  Inline 4 cylinder SOHC 1.3 litre i-VTEC and Integrated 

Motor Assist (IMA)
• Cruise control
• ‘CVT’ automatic transmission with Grade Logic Control
• Electronic Power Steering (EPS)
• Steering wheel-mounted paddle shift controls

exteRioR
• 15” alloy wheels
• Body coloured bumpers and door handles
• Body coloured power door mirrors
• Halogen headlights
• Rear park assist+

inteRioR
•  AM/FM radio, single CD with MP3 compatibility
• Bluetooth® phone system°
• Cargo blind
• Climate control air conditioning
• Cloth trim
• Eco Assist and ECON button
• Multi-information display
• Passenger seat back pocket
• Tilt and telescopic steering
• USB connectivity
• 60/40 fold down rear seats

SAfety
• ACE body structure
•  Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)  

with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)
• Dual front, side and full length curtain SRS airbags
• Front active headrests
• Honda G-Con technology
• Keyless entry and immobiliser
• Security alarm
• Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) with Traction Control

Insight VTi

°The Bluetooth word mark is owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth
= SUNA is a registered trademark of Intelematics Pty. Ltd. Coverage includes Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Adelaide, Perth and Canberra metropolitan areas. 

Refer to www.sunatraffic.com.au for full details. ‡DVD player operates only while vehicle is stationary. +Rear park assist on VTi model only.



Find your true colou

Crystal Black Pearlescent^ 

Alabaster Silver Metallic^ 

Milano Red 

Spectrum White Pearlescent^

Cerulean Blue Metallic^ 

Polished Metal Metallic^  

^Metallic and Pearlescent paint additional cost. VTi-L model shown. Interior colour for all models is black.



Insight Specification Insight Specification

SAFETY
Active headrests     Driver and front passenger
Advanced Compatibilty Engineering (ACE)  3 
Airbags SRS  – front  Driver and front passenger
  – side with OPDS  Driver and front passenger 
 – curtain  Full length
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)  
with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)  3

Child proof rear door locks   3

Child safety seat anchorages   3
Hazard warning lights   3

High mounted brake light   3

Honda G-Con technology   3

Immobiliser system   3

Progressive crumple zones   Front and rear
Rear park assist  3  ■

Rear view mirror   Day/night 
Reversing camera  –   3

Seatbelt pretensioner    Front seating positions
Seatbelt reminder    Driver and all passengers
Seatbelts – 3 point ELR   Front seating positions
Seatbelts – 3 point ELR/ALR   Rear seating positions
Security alarm system   3

Transmission shift lock   3

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 
with Traction Control System (TCS)  3

Windscreen   Laminated 

DIMENSIONS/WEIGHTS/CAPACITIES  
Overall length (mm)   4405 
Overall width (mm)   1695
Overall height (mm)   1435
Wheelbase (mm)   2550 
Track (mm) – front 1495  1480
 – rear 1485  1470
Ground clearance (mm) – non-load  135
 – full load  125
Kerb weight (kg)  1205  1215
Maximum permissible weight (kg)  1650
Fuel tank capacity (litres)   40
Boot capacity (litres)  – rear seat up  408
 – rear seat down - load to window  584
Seating capacity   5
Turning radius at wheel centre (metres)  5.17

TYRES AND WHEELS   
Wheel size  15 x 5.5 J  16 x 6.0 J
Tyre size  175/65 R15  185/55 R16
Wheel type   Alloy
Spare wheel type   Temporary

AUDIO SYSTEM   
AM/FM radio, single CD with MP3 compatibility  3

Antenna   Micro
Auxiliary jack  3  –
Bluetooth® connectivity°   3

DVD player‡  –  3

Satellite navigation system with  
SUNA Live Traffic Updates=  –  3

Speakers – front door  2
 – rear door  2
Tweeters – front  2
Speed-sensitive Volume Compensation (SVC)  3

Steering wheel-mounted audio controls  3

USB connectivity   3

WARRANTY   
Vehicle - 3 year or 100,000 km warranty  3

Vehicle- 6 year rust perforation warranty  3

IMA Battery - 8 years unlimited km warranty  3

COLOUR GUIDE   
EXTERIOR   INTERIOR
Alabaster Silver Metallic^   Black
Cerulean Blue Metallic^   Black
Crystal Black Pearlescent^   Black
Milano Red    Black
Polished Metal Metallic^   Black
Spectrum White Pearlescent^   Black

Description Insight VTi  Insight VTi-L

3 Standard feature. ■ Optional. – Not available. *The fuel consumption figures quoted are based on ADR81/02 test results. You may experience 
different results depending on driving conditions and the conditions of the vehicle. °The Bluetooth word mark is owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 
and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/bluetooth ^Metallic and Pearlescent 
paint additional cost. ‡DVD player operates only while vehicle is stationary. =SUNA is a registered trademark of Intelematics Pty. Ltd.
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CiviC Hybrid

POWERTRAIN
Engine   Inline 4 cylinder SOHC i-VTEC 
   and Integrated Motor Assist
Capacity   1.3 litre - 1339 cc
Maximum power  – petrol engine and IMA  72kW @ 5800 rpm 
Maximum torque – petrol engine and IMA  167Nm @ 1000-1700 rpm
Compression ratio   10.8 
Bore x stroke (mm)   73 x 80.0 
Emission standard   Euro 4
Automatic transmission   CVT with Grade Logic Control
 – with paddle shift  3 

Creep Aid System for incline-start-off assist  3 

Fuel type   Unleaded (RON 91)
 – E10 Suitable  3

Fuel supply system   Honda Programmed 
   Fuel Injection (PGM-FI) 
Fuel consumption (litres/100km)* 
 – combined  4.6
 – urban  4.9
 – extra urban  4.5
Drive By Wire throttle (DBW)   3

CO2 emissions (g/km)   109
Auto-stop mode   3 

CHASSIS
Front suspension   MacPherson strut
Rear suspension   Torsion beam axle
Power steering    Electric
Stabiliser bars   Front and rear
Front brakes   Ventilated disc
Rear brakes   Drum

EXTERIOR    
Door handles   Body coloured
Front fog lights  ■  3

Headlights    Halogen
 – auto on/off –  3

Keyless entry    3

Power door mirrors  Body coloured  Body coloured  
    with turn indicators
Wipers – front Variable intermittent  Rain sensing 
 – rear  3

INTERIOR
Accessory power outlet (12v)   Front
Air conditioning     Climate control
Cargo blind   3

Centre console   3

Central locking   3

Coat hangers   2
Cruise control   3

Cup-holders   4
Bottle-holders   4
Digital clock   3

Door pockets    Front
Driver’s footrest   3

Driver seat height adjustment – manual  3 
Dust and pollen filter   3

Ecological Drive Assist System (Eco Assist)
 – ECON mode  3

 – Real-time guidance function   3

 – Real-time scoring function   3

Front seat arm rest   3

Glovebox   3

Grab rails    4
Head restraints  – adjustable  5
Lights-on warning   3

Low fuel warning   3

Multi-information display – instant fuel economy  3

 – average fuel economy  3

 – distance to empty  3

 – outside temperature display  3

 – odometer  3

 – trip meter  3

 – seat belt reminder  3

Power windows   3 
 – auto up/down Driver   Driver and front passenger
Rear seat centre arm rest with cup-holders  3

Rear seat heating ventilation   3

Seats – front  Fully reclining
 – rear  60/40 split with fold down
Seat back pocket  Front passenger  Driver and front passenger
Seat trim material   Cloth
Seatbelt height adjuster   Front
Steering column   Tilt and telescopic adjustment 
Steering wheel  Urethane  Leather-wrapped
Ticket/card holder (driver only)  3

Vanity mirror    Driver and front passenger 

Description Insight VTi  Insight VTi-L



Accessorie Roof rack set± 
With its versatile roof rack set, you’re ready 
to carry a bike, snowboard or skis safely and 
conveniently (50kg weight capacity).

Deluxe tailored mat set
Show off and protect your interior with this 
stylish tailor-made 4-piece mat set.

Luggage area protector tray
Highly practical and highly protective, this sturdy 
luggage tray will help keep your Insight’s boot 
looking like new. 

Fog light set
As well as looking great, fog lights will improve 
visibility and safety, especially when the weather 
takes a turn for the worse (For VTi model only).

Rear park assist
Reverse parking becomes a breeze thanks to these 
sensors that let out a timely beep if you get a little 
too close to objects (For VTi-L model only).

Mud guard set 
Colour coded mud guards complement the  
Insight’s aerodynamic design and help protect  
its pristine paintwork from damage. (Front and  
rear set sold separately).

Alloy wheels
Designed to work perfectly with the Insight’s  
sleek body lines, these sporty alloys really set  
your Insight apart and are available in 15” for VTi  
(main picture) and 16” for VTi-L (shown below).

Door sill garnish set
Small touches can make a big difference, as is  
the case with these door accents which will 
enhance and protect your Insight’s interior.

See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Honda Genuine Accessories. Pictured accessories 
are all sold separately. All Honda Genuine Accessories installed at the time of retail sale of a new 
motor vehicle are covered by Honda’s 3 Year/100,000km Warranty. If installed after retail sale, they 
are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a minimum of 12 months - whichever is greater - 
provided that the the accessory is fitted only to the vehicle for which it was intended by Honda 
Motor Co. ±Roof rack set shown with optional bike attachment (sold separately). In the interest 
of aerodynamics, Honda recommends roof rack set be removed when not in use.

Tailor the Insight to suit your life and style with these Genuine Honda 

Accessories that enhance and preserve its inviting design. To find out 

more about the Insight’s accessories simply contact your local dealer 

or visit www.insight.honda.com.au/accessories 

other accessories include: 

• Bonnet protector 

• Headlight protectors 

• Door visors 

• Bootlip protector 

• Wheel lock nuts 

• Decal set 

• Organiser box 

• Touch up paint

Insight VTi model shown fitted with 15” alloy wheels, 
fog light set and roof rack with 5-row ski and snowboard 
attachment (skies not included).



What’s next?
As an Insight owner, you’re part of a brand that’s always  

doing something new. Because if there’s one thing Honda 

prides itself on, it’s always asking, “What’s next?” 

It was this inventive spirit that led to developing the Insight’s 

brilliantly playful Eco Assist system.

It also produced the new CR-Z, the world’s first sports hybrid.

And that’s not our first ‘world first’ either.

There’s the FCX Clarity, which is powered by a hydrogen cell 

and whose only emission is water vapour.

Or the unique C.I.G.S solar cells that produce twice as much 

energy than they take to make. 

Then of course there’s ASIMO, the world’s most advanced 

humanoid robot and the incredibly fuel-efficient HondaJet.

And now there’s a glimpse of the future with the altogether 

different U3-X, a personal mobility device that takes you in 

any direction by simply shifting your weight.

All of these things, which were once dreams, are now  

realities thanks to Honda. 

So what’s next?

Buy an Insight and you’ll be amazed at how well you’ll be 

looked after.

The care starts with a three-year/100,000 km warranty, six-year 

rust perforation warranty and eight-year/unlimited kilometre 

warranty on the IMA battery.§

And for a small extra investment, you can enjoy a huge amount 

of peace of mind with the Honda Assured Extended Warranty 

which includes a two year/40,000km warranty and Premium 

Roadside Assist.# 

You’ll also have access to HondaONE, our exclusive website 

that gives you up-to-date service history, vehicle records, 

maintenance tips and service reminders.

Speaking of servicing, unlike some hybrids, your Insight is fine 

to be serviced at any Honda dealership.

And by using your Honda dealer, you’ll also be sure they’ll 

protect your investment by using Genuine Honda Parts.

So with all these benefits,  

your Insight will be as  

pleasurable to own  

as it is to drive.

You’re never alone  
in an Insigh

Whether you’re buying a Honda for yourself or a business, 

Honda Financial Services¥ has a wide range of flexible 

finance and leasing options. 

So see your Honda Dealer to find a financial solution that  

suits you as perfectly as your Insight does.

Finance 

Buying a used Honda hybrid from a from a Honda Dealership 

means you can buy with confidence. Every certified used 

Honda hybrid receives a two-year warranty extension and 

roadside assistance. Not to mention Honda Service Subsidy 

coupons (valued at $100 per scheduled service for a two year 

period)̆.  For more information contact your participating 

Honda Approved Used Car Dealership. 

Honda Approved  
Used Hybrids

If you’re wanting cover every bit as reliable as your  

Insight, you really need Honda Motor Vehicle Insurance.

You’ll enjoy a range of benefits, including:  

• 3 year new replacement if your Honda is a total loss 

• Genuine Honda approved parts for the first 5 years 

• Lifetime guarantee on authorised repairs.

Approved applicants only. Normal underwriting and  

excess payment rules applyA.

Insurance

§ Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is 
maintained in accordance with the vehicle’s owners manual. Please refer to Honda’s 
warranty documentation for exclusions and conditions. # Conditions apply. Refer to 
Honda Assured Extended Warranty Contract Book for further details. AHonda motor 
vehicle insurance is issued by GIO General Limited ABN 22 002 861 583 (GIO). 
Conditions and exclusions apply. Please read the Product Disclosure Statement before 
making any decision regarding this product and whether it is appropriate to meet your 
needs. To obtain a copy, please contact Honda on 1300 780 964. Honda dealers are either 
authorised representatives or insurance distributors of GIO. ¥Honda Financial Services is 
a registered business name of Macquarie Leasing Pty Limited ABN 38 002 674 982 (ML) 
who is the financier of these products. ML is not an authorised deposit-taking institution 
for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Cth), and ML's obligations do not represent 
deposits or other liabilities of Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542. Macquarie 
Bank Limited does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect of the 
obligations of ML. ˘Offer valid at participating Honda Approved Used Car dealerships 
only. Used Honda hybrid vehicle must have passed a 100 point inspection check, be less 
than 5 years old and under 125,000kms.


